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Abstract—System restoration involves status assessment, opti-
mization of generation capability, and load pickup. The optimiza-
tion problem needs to take complex constraints into consideration,
and therefore, it is not practical to formulate the problem as one
single optimization problem. The other critical consideration for
the development of decision support tools is its generality, i.e., the
tools should be portable from a system to another with minimal
customization. This paper reports a practical methodology for con-
struction of system restoration strategies. The strategy adopted
by each power system differs, depending on system characteris-
tics and policies. A new method based on the concept of “generic
restoration milestones (GRMs)” is proposed. A specific restora-
tion strategy can be synthesized by a combination of GRMs based
on the actual system conditions. The decision support tool is ex-
pected to reduce the restoration time, thereby improving system
reliability. The proposed decision support tool has been validated
with cases based on a simplified Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) 200-Bus system and Hawaiian Electric Company
system.

Index Terms—Generic restoration milestones, optimization,
power system restoration.

I. INTRODUCTION

P OWER system restoration following a complete or partial
outage is a highly complex decision and control problem.

System restoration is a multistage process associated with dif-
ferent objectives and constraints. In this process, dispatchers
in the control center work with field crews to re-establish the
generation and transmission systems and then to pick up load
and restore service [1], [2]. Statistical results show that the im-
pact of a blackout increases with the duration of its restoration
[3], [4] and, furthermore, as a result of cascading events, even a
strong system can encounter vulnerable conditions that evolve
into a catastrophic outage [5], [6]. To increase the robustness of
a power system, a wide area protection and control system, such
as the Strategic Power Infrastructure Defense system [7], is an
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important tool. Several essential components, such as real-time
sensing and communication, failure analysis, vulnerability as-
sessment, and self-healing control, are involved in these sys-
tems. Power system restoration is an important component of
the defense in-depth strategy. System reliability depends on the
efficiency of system restoration. Much attention has been paid
to R&D in decision support tools for system restoration [1], [2],
[8].

Few, if any, system-wide decision support tools are available
to dispatchers and restoration planners at present. Restoration
plans are developed with basic simulation tools for power flow,
dynamics [3], [9], [10], and electromagnetic transients [11],
[12]. These plans developed offline are used as guidelines for
dispatchers in an online environment [13], [14]. Dispatchers
need to adapt to actual outage scenarios and available resources
and be able to develop the strategy based on their experience.

It is important to develop a decision support tool to assist
power grids in system restoration planning and, ultimately, in
an online restoration environment. Generally, the restoration
strategies are tightly related with the characteristics of the
systems [15]. As a result, restoration strategies for different
systems differ significantly. Straightforward transplant of a
restoration strategy from a system to another requires a sig-
nificant level of customization. However, if one focuses on
the tasks of power system restoration, different restoration
strategies share some common characteristics.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss online decision sup-
port tools for system restoration. A new concept, called generic
restoration milestones (GRMs) [16], for large interconnected
power grids has been developed. A set of flexible GRMs and the
associated algorithms that are able to evaluate different restora-
tion strategy options are used to reconstruct system restoration
strategies. A specific restoration strategy can be established by a
combination of GRMs based on system characteristics, energy
sources, and constraints. A different combination leads to a spe-
cific strategy option.

II. GENERIC RESTORATION MILESTONES

A. Concept of GRMs

The methodology proposed in this paper is abstracted from
practices in industry. Generally, a procedure for system restora-
tion has three stages, i.e., Preparation, System Restoration, and
Load Restoration [4], [15]. According to these general stages
of restoration, system restoration strategies can be categorized
into five types, i.e., Build-Upward, Build-Downward, Build-In-
ward, Build-Outward, and Build-Together. Descriptions of these
strategies can be found in [15]. To establish a restoration plan,
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Fig. 1. Concept of GRMs.

the technical feasibility under both steady state and transient
operating conditions need to be checked [8]. Technical con-
straints include: active power balance and frequency control,
reactive power balance and overvoltage control, switching tran-
sient voltage [11], self-excitation, cold load pickup [17], system
stability, protective systems, and load control [18].

The concept of GRMs [16] provides a toolbox to support
system restoration planning and, ultimately, online system
restoration. After analyzing system conditions and character-
istics of an outage, system restoration planners or dispatchers
select a series of Milestones from this toolbox to establish a
restoration strategy. Following a power outage, dispatchers
work with field crews to implement the restoration strategy es-
tablished by a combination of GRMs. A comprehensive toolbox
based on the concept of GRMs associated with highly-efficient
algorithms provides an interactive system restoration decision
support tool. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Generally, the following GRMs, GRM1-6, are needed:
• Form Black Start Non Black Start Building Block

(GRM1)
• Establish Transmission Grid (GRM2)
• Form Electrical Island (GRM3)
• Synchronize Electrical Islands (GRM4)
• Serve Load in Area (GRM5)
• Connect with Neighboring System (GRM6)
A specific restoration strategy can be established by a combi-

nation of GRMs in the context of the system conditions. To im-
plement GRMs, optimization algorithms incorporating system
constraints are proposed in this paper.

B. Algorithms for GRMs

The objective of GRMs is to provide a comprehensive system
restoration toolbox, and therefore, the related analysis tools may
be included if needed.

GRM1: Form Black Start Non Black Start Building Block
Model 1: General Model of GRM1: The objective of GRM1

is to provide cranking power and restart available non-black start
units as quickly as possible. Critical loads should be picked up
as well. For implementation of GRM1, to maintain the stability

of generating units and system voltage, some loads may be re-
stored. Mathematically, the computational algorithm for GRM1
is described as follows.

Let denote the generating unit or critical load restarted at
stage , and be the set of all restarted generating units and
critical loads at stage . Let be the shortest time to
crank all generating units or critical loads after stage . The
recursive computation can be denoted as

(1)

where is the next generating unit to be restarted (so must
be in ). is the time to crank the generating unit (or
critical load) from .

At each stage , the technical constraints are represented as

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where energized block set includes
all the energized buses and lines at stage

and
are vectors of real power of generating units, reactive

power of generating units, real power of critical loads, reactive
power of critical loads, real power of dispatchable loads, and
reactive power of dispatchable loads, respectively. is
the power flow equations. and denote
feasible regions of real power and reactive power of the set

. , and are sets of generating units,
critical loads, and dispatchable loads at stage , respectively.

represents any one of these three sets. and are real
power and reactive power that belong to set , respectively.

is the voltage at bus , and are the corresponding
lower and upper limits. is the real power flow on line ,
and are the corresponding lower and upper limits.

In this model, (2) represents the power flow equations at each
stage of restoration; (3) shows that the real power and reactive
power of each generating unit, critical load, and dispatchable
load should stay within the feasible regions at each stage; (4)
and (5) indicate that the voltage at each bus and power flow
through each line should stay within limits. More constraints
may be involved in this algorithm.

To solve this complex multistage optimization problem, a
method with two interacting sub-problems is proposed. In these
two sub-problems, an energized block of the system, i.e., ,
is determined by the primary problem, while the operating point
for the block, i.e., ,
and , is specified by the secondary problem. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. With this framework, practical constraints
related to system operation are incorporated.

(i) Algorithms for the primary problem of GRM1
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Fig. 2. Sub-problems in implementation of GRM1.

To find the sequence of generating units/critical loads and
transmission path to implement this sequence, following two
algorithms are involved.

Algorithm 1: Finding a neighboring set of an energized
block

To avoid violations of system constraints, only generating
units within a distance of an energized block are cranked
during system restoration. An algorithm based on
transformation of the connection matrix is proposed to find
the neighboring set of an energized block. The following
steps are used.
Step 1) ;
Step 2) Generate the connection matrix, i.e.,

(6)

where nonzero elements represent those buses that are
involved in the block or connected with the block directly.
Step 3) For the block at step , establish the
transformation matrix as

(7)

where elements of indicate lines belong to .
Step 4) ;

According to the definition of
adds up all columns within the energized block. Therefore,
each column represents the buses within this block with
the same elements. Furthermore, according to (6), nonzero
elements represent those buses that are involved in the block

or connected with the block directly .
By detecting nonzero elements of , the buses
within the block or connected with it directly will be
found. Mathematically, it can be written as follows.
Step 5) , find set ,
where is the set with buses connected with block
directly. Since all columns within the block are the same,
the buses connected with the block directly can be detected
from an arbitrary column.
Step 6)
This step updates the buses involved in this block.
Step 7) . If , go to step 3; else, output

.

The idea of this algorithm is that nonzero elements of column
indicate buses connected with bus directly. By generating

times and evaluating times, all buses con-
nected with the block within lines will be found.

Algorithm 2: Finding a transmission path to crank a
generating unit

To find transmission path to crank a generating unit, the
charging current of each line is assigned as a weighting
factor to avoid excessive charging currents (or steady-state
over voltage). Usually, the charging current of a transformer
is small. Therefore, a path with transformers may be
selected by the search algorithm and, furthermore, a loop
with more than one transformer might be selected to
establish a cranking path. However, increasing the number
of transformers on a path may increase the likelihood
of ferroresonance. Hence, the weight of a branch with a
transformer is set as a large number first. An extended
algorithm based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [19] is developed.
Note that the basic Dijkstra’s algorithm can only find the
shortest path between two buses.
The following steps are used to find a path from the
energized block set to an objective bus .
Step 1) Establish the distance matrix, i.e., see (8) at the
bottom of the page.
Step 2) , find the shortest path from to by
Dijkstra’s algorithm as ,
where is a bus through the shortest path and the number
of buses is ;

(8)
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Step 3) Find , where
;

In this step, is the first bus outside the block and all
buses within the path after are outside the block.
Step 4) Output

The idea of this algorithm is to connect all buses within the
block by zero length line first. Therefore, the shortest path from
any bus within this block to the object bus is the shortest path
from this block to that bus.

(ii) Algorithms for the secondary problem of GRM1
The purpose of the secondary problem is to meet constraints

of power system operation for the energized block that is speci-
fied by the primary problem. The outputs of restarted generating
units and dispatchable load levels are found in this sub-problem.
An acceptable operating point, which satisfies all constraints,
is determined based on the available ramping rates of gener-
ating units, load levels, and network structure. To accomplish
this time critical GRM, the minimal time is used as the objective
function. The major algorithms involved in this sub-problem are
as follows.

Algorithm 3: Finding an acceptable operating point of the
system

To minimize the duration, an optimal power flow (OPF)
algorithm with minimal adjustment of each generating unit
is established. Based on the ramping rate of a generating
unit, the minimal adjustment corresponds to the shortest
time to implement this objective:

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

where and are output of generating unit

at stage and , respectively, and are the
upper and lower limits of the output of generating unit at
stage . Other symbols are the same as the corresponding
ones in (2)–(5).

In this problem, (10) is the limit of each generating unit, and
it is determined by the upper limit and ramping rate of a gen-
erating unit; (11) represents power flow equations for the en-
ergized block at stage ; (12) describes physical constraints of
each generating unit, critical load, and dispatchable loads; (13)
and (14) are limits of voltage and power flow through each line

Fig. 3. Generic model of a generating unit.

at stage . It should be noted that all constraints at stage
are already met in the last step; only the constraints for stage
are involved here.

The problem described by (9)–(14) is an OPF problem. To
find a solution with a reasonable computing time, a vectorial
interior point method is employed [20]. By the proposed algo-
rithm, to balance the system at each stage, some dispatchable
loads might be picked up.

Generally, the OPF algorithm is only implemented on a given
network, i.e., only components that have been connected are
involved in this computation. In this work, if the OPF defined
by (9)–(14) is divergent, a proactive strategy is employed to find
dispatchable loads to improve controllability of the system at
each step during system restoration. The algorithm is described
as follows.

Algorithm 4: Finding dispatchable loads

Step 1) Find the neighboring set of the energized block by
Algorithm 1;
Step 2) Identify the dispatchable loads within the
neighboring set;
Step 3) Find shortest path to crank the dispatchable loads by
Algorithm 2
Step 4) Solve OPF problem defined by (9)–(14) with new
dispatchable loads and associated transmission path. If the
OPF problem can find a solution, output the solution; else,
delete this state on the decision tree.

Model 2: General Model of Generating Units: The feasible
regions of generating units not only depend on constraints of
the system, but also the physical constraints. As a generic deci-
sion support system, characteristics of different generating units
should be incorporated. A generic model of a generating unit is
shown in Fig. 3. The parameters are described in Table I [15],
[21].

Based on the physical constraints of generating units, a dif-
ferent combination of the parameters describes a different type
of generating units [15], [21]. Furthermore, the critical load may
be described as a generating unit with positive start-up power
requirement and zero ramping rate. Therefore, for a generating
unit, which is restarted at time , the following equations hold:

(15)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF GENERATING UNITS

(16)

Generally, the generator output at time may be written as

(17)

where is a unit step function, which is defined as

(18)

It can be validated that (17) represents the piecewise linear func-
tion described in Fig. 3.

GRM2: Establish Transmission Grid
To implement GRM2, the backbone transmission path is

energized first, and sufficient load is restored to stabilize the
system. During implementing of this GRM, system constraints
are checked.

Algorithm 5: Energizing transmission grid

Step 1) Energize the backbone transmission path. A tree
that connects all available buses is established. To maintain
voltage and Var balance, the charging current is assigned
as a weight to each line of the system. A subgraph, which
connects all the buses together with a minimum sum of
the weights of the lines, is found by a minimum spanning
tree algorithm [19]. This formulation of the problem is as
follows:

(19)

where is the set of all energized buses, is the
set of remaining buses that will be connected at this step,
is the graph of this system, is the set of all buses in
this graph, is the charging current of line is the state
of line , “1” means this line is connected and “0” means this
line is not yet connected, and is the number of lines in
this system. During implementation of this step, Algorithm
3 will be implemented when violations are detected.
Step 2) Establish an available transmission path.
Energization of each transmission path at this step results
in closure of loops in the transmission grid. There is an
abrupt change in generator power that occurs in nearby
generators upon a loop closure. To reduce the impact, the

difference of voltages between the nodes on both sides of
the line should be sufficiently small. The algorithm based
on the OPF problem is used to solve it [22].

The distinction between step 1 and step 2 is that during the
second step, transmission loop closure is critical, and re-dis-
patch actions should be implemented to mitigate the impact,
whereas at the first step, finding a strong backbone transmis-
sion path is the primary objective.

GRM3: Serve Load in Area
The objective function of this stage is to maximize the size of

load pickup. The algorithm for knapsack problem is used at each
stage. Constraints, such as frequency response, overvoltage, and
overload, are considered. This problem is divided into a series
of optimization problems at discrete time points. The objective
is to maximize load pickup at each time point. The path for
load pickup, load levels, and output of each generating unit are
determined by this GRM. To solve this problem, the following
algorithm is developed.

Algorithm 6: Determining the level of load pickup

Step 1) Determine candidate loads. Algorithms 1 is used
to find the neighboring set of the energized block with a
preset depth first, and loads within this set are detected
as candidate loads. After implementation of this step, all
candidate loads are detected. Let be a set consisted
by all candidate loads.
Step 2) Determine locations for load pickup. The frequency
response rates of prime movers for all generating units
connected into the current system are detected first. By
the algorithm proposed in [9], the upper limit of total load
pickup is estimated. Finding loads that satisfy this constraint
is a knapsack problem [19]; algorithms for knapsack
problem are used to find the buses for loads pickup at this
step. The loads found in this step form a subset of .
It is denoted as .
Step 3) Find paths for loads pickup. By Algorithms 2, the
shortest path to pickup each load is found.
Step 4) Find load levels and outputs of generating units. The
following OPF problem is established:

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)
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where and are load level of load at stage
and , respectively. and are sets of
active and reactive loads at stage , respectively. is

the set of loads found at step 2. is the upper limit of
total load pickup at stage . Other symbols are the same as
the corresponding ones in (2)–(5). In this problem, different
load models may be described by (21). Usually, picked-up
loads cannot be shed. Equations (22)–(25) summarize the
physical constraints of the power system at stage .

GRM4: Synchronize Electrical Islands
According to the North American Electric Reliability Corpo-

ration (NERC) Standard: Emergency Preparedness and Opera-
tions(EOP)-005-1-System Restoration Plans, the islands can be
synchronized with the surrounding island(s) when the following
conditions are met: voltage, frequency, and phase angle permit;
the size of the area being reconnected and the capacity of the
transmission lines affecting the reconnection and the number of
synchronizing points across the system are considered; Relia-
bility Coordinator(s) and adjacent areas are notified and Relia-
bility Coordinator approval is given; and load is shed in neigh-
boring areas, if required, to permit successful interconnected
system restoration. To address the above issues, several steps
are taken in GRM4.

Algorithm 7: Finding paths to synchronize electrical islands

Step 1) Determine candidate substations. These substations
must be equipped with synchroscopes that are needed
for synchronizing two areas. They must have reliable
communication with system dispatchers who direct the
tie-in.
Step 2) Find a path to connect two substations for
synchronization by Algorithm 2.
Step 3) Crank the path for synchronization by the stronger
system (the system with better adjustment capability)
until the last breaker. Algorithm 3 is implemented when
violations are detected at each line’s closure.
Step 4) Adjust voltage and phase angle on both sides of the
breaker for synchronization, and adjust the frequency of
each island. All parameters should stay within allowable
regions. Algorithm 3 is implemented when violations are
detected.
Step 5) Synchronize two islands by closing the breaker.

GRM5: Form Electrical Island
The objective of GRM5 is to establish a strong island. The

available loads will be picked up and transmission lines within
this island will be energized. The same algorithms imple-
menting GRM1, GRM2, and GRM3 are used here.

GRM6: Connect with Neighboring System
The algorithm to accomplish GRM6 is similar to the algo-

rithms developed in GRM4. The difference between GRM6 and
GRM4 is that in GRM6, the voltage in the neighboring system
cannot be adjusted.

Fig. 4. Simplified WECC system.

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF CRITICAL LOADS OF THE 200-BUS SYSTEM

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Two cases are used to demonstrate the capability of the pro-
posed methodology.

A. GRMs for a Simplified WECC System

This case is based on a simplified 200-bus WECC system, as
shown in Fig. 4. The characteristics of critical loads, dispatch-
able loads, and generating units are shown in Tables II–IV, re-
spectively.

This system has 200 buses, 31 generating units, three critical
loads, and five black start units. It is assumed that the system is
operating in a normal state, where all the flows satisfy system
operation constraints. The system has a total generation of 622
p.u. (real power) and 207.5 p.u. (reactive power). It has a total
load of 503.8 p.u. (real power) and 151.3 p.u. (reactive power).
Generating units on buses 13, 45, 116, 148, and 198 are black
start units. Loads on buses 10, 75, and 155 are critical loads. It is
assumed that the operating time to energize each line is 5 min.

Based on the criteria of partitioning system into islands [23],
this system is divided into five islands as shown in Fig. 4.

• Each island must have sufficient blackstart capability.
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF DISPATCHABLE LOADS OF THE 200-BUS SYSTEM

TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF GENERATING UNITS OF THE 200-BUS SYSTEM

• Each island should have enough cranking path to crank
non-blackstart units or pick up loads.

• Each island should have the ability to match generation and
load to within prescribed frequency limits.

• Each island should have adequate voltage controls to main-
tain a suitable voltage profile.

TABLE V
SEQUENCE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF GRM1 IN ISLAND I

Fig. 5. Voltage profiles during implantation GRM1 for Island I.

• All tie points for subsystems must be capable of synchro-
nization with adjacent subsystems.

• All islands should share information with other islands.
The restoration of this system involves five GRMs.
• Form Black Start Non Black Start Building Block
• Establish Transmission Grid
• Form Electrical Island
• Synchronize Electrical Islands
• Serve Load in Area
Use Island I as an example. The objective of GRM 1, i.e.,

Form Black Start Non Black Start Building Block, is to restart
all generating units as quickly as possible. During the optimiza-
tion process, the time to restart all generating units is minimized,
and all constraints are satisfied. The sequence of actions for
GRM1is shown in Table V.

By this sequence, all generating units in Islands I are
restarted. Bus voltages together with the maximal and minimal
voltages at each step are shown in Fig. 5. The power outputs
are lower than the maximal output. No overvoltage is detected
during the implementation of GRM1.

The objective of GRM1 is to minimize the duration of all gen-
erating units’ restoration. For other sub-optimal sequence, i.e.,

– – – – – – – – , the outputs of sub-optimal
and optimal sequence of Island I are shown in Fig. 6. By the
optimal sequence, a shorter duration of restoration and a higher
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Fig. 6. Real power outputs of optimal and sub-optimal sequences.

Fig. 7. Real power outputs of each island during implementation of GRM1.

output of all generating units are achieved. Due to the space lim-
itation, only details of the restoration for Island I are provided
here.

GRM1 is implemented on other islands. The outputs of op-
timal sequences of each island of the 200-bus system are given
in Fig. 7.

After all islands are established, the islands can be synchro-
nized, i.e., to implement GRM3. For instance, to synchronize
Island I and Island II, the path for synchronization is found
first. This path is: – – – – – – – – – .
The stronger system, i.e., Island I, will energize the path:

– – – – – – – – . After the path is energized,
the voltages of two buses for synchronization are:
p.u. and p.u. The voltages of the island after
synchronization are shown in Fig. 8.

It is shown that all voltages during synchronization are within
the acceptable region.

The sequence and total output of the entire system for imple-
mentation of synchronization are given in Fig. 9.

Based on the proposed method, the entire system is restarted
by a sequence of GRMs.

B. GRMs for HECO’s System

A case study of the Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO)
power system has been performed to test the proposed deci-
sion support tool. Restoration of the HECO transmission system
in island Oahu is studied. Island Oahu experienced a blackout

Fig. 8. Voltage profiles after synchronization of Island I and Island II.

Fig. 9. Real power output of the entire 200-bus system during restoration.

due to the tremors of an earthquake on October 15, 2006. As
shown in Fig. 10, its backbone transmission network with main
power plants and substations (indicated, respectively, by circles
and squares), between which branches denote one or multiple
transmission lines. The system model considered in this case
study has one blackstart unit at power plant K1 and a number of
critical loads, e.g., airports and hospitals, connected to substa-
tions/plants K1, E1, W1, W2, K3, H2, M1, A2, P1, S1, I1, and
A3 (indicated in gray color). The following three GRMs meet
the requirement of HECO’s practices in power system restora-
tion:

• GRM1: Form Black Start Non Black Start Building
Block

• GRM2: Establish Transmission Grid
• GRM5: Serve Load in Area

A benchmark restoration strategy is provided by HECO as
described in Table VI. In the strategy, the transmission network
is restored in the sequence of three target sub-systems indicated,
respectively, by thick, thin, and dashed lines in Fig. 10. The
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Fig. 10. Transmission network on island of Oahu.

TABLE VI
BENCHMARK AND GRM-BASED STRATEGIES FOR OAHU ISLAND SYSTEM

target sub-system 1 contains all power plants and several key
substations, and the actions to restore that sub-system mainly
focus on cranking non-blackstart units using the blackstart unit;
the restoration actions for the two target sub-systems thereafter
focus on picking up critical loads and establishing the transmis-
sion network.

This case study will compare the restoration strategy solved
by the proposed decision support tool with that benchmark
strategy. The study will allow certain relaxation on the se-
quence of target sub-systems in the benchmark strategy to
explore alternative or more efficient restoration path. Since
the target sub-system 1 is critical for reliable restoration, the
proposed decision support tool is applied to only optimize the
restoration path from accomplishing target sub-system 1 to
achieve GRM1.

The simulation on the benchmark strategy shows that the total
time cost for GRM1 is 438 min. The strategy solved by the
GRM-based decision support tool would take 364 min (17%

Fig. 11. Real power outputs for two strategies during implementation of
GRM1.

Fig. 12. Voltage profiles after GRM1 is accomplished. (a) Benchmark strategy.
(b) GRM-based strategy.

less time) to achieve GRM1. The total generator outputs for two
strategies are compared in Fig. 11. Their voltage profiles after
GRM 1 is achieved are shown in Fig. 12. No voltage violation
occurs.

It should be pointed out that the case study does not model
all practical factors considered in HECO restoration plan, but
the study results indicate that the decision support tool has the
potential to assist restoration planners in developing alternative
restoration path to energize power plants and substations and
optimizing the sequence of cranking NBS units and picking
up critical loads in the system. The strategies suggested by the
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tool may enable more prompt system restoration and could be
starting points for further studies on improving existing strate-
gies.

IV. CONCLUSION

Restoration of a power system following a major outage is a
complex, stressful, and time-consuming task. It is important to
develop a decision support tool for evaluation of system restora-
tion strategy options. The new concept of generic restoration
milestones is abstracted from actual strategies of power system
restoration. Based on system conditions, a specific restoration
strategy can be established by a combination of GRMs. Based
on the concept of GRMs, system restoration strategies need to
be established under the supervision of dispatchers and system
restoration planners. Computational algorithms have been de-
veloped to implement each GRM.

It is believed that the proposed GRM-based method is a prac-
tical approach to decision support for system restoration. The
methodology represents a step toward modernization of power
system restoration that is largely manual at present. However,
practical implementation of the proposed method will depend
on an assessment of power plants and network status in order to
establish the specific GRMs and associated actions. Clearly, the
assessment can be a major task during system restoration when
uncertainty or lack of information is not uncommon. As system
restoration progresses, it is inevitable that the system condition
will change. When this situation arises, the proposed algorithms
will allow GRMs to be modified for the new system condition.
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